Erratum {#Sec1}
=======

After publication of \[[@CR1]\] we became aware that not all of the authors revisions had been incorporated into the final PDF. The Publisher would like to sincerely apologize for this.

The following corrections should be made:In the Background the phrase "However many previously discovered molecular cues in the mammalian visual system are diffusible, and the only vertebrate secreted members of the **Semaphorins** are the Class 3 Semaphorins (Sema3s)" should read "However many previously discovered molecular cues in the mammalian visual system are diffusible, and the only vertebrate secreted members of the **Semas** are the Class 3 Semaphorins (Sema3s)"In the Results the phrase "Sema3a RNA levels were highly variable at E16 (149% coefficient of variance; CV), peaked at E19, and **a decline**" should read "Sema3a RNA levels were highly variable at E16 (149% coefficient of variance; CV), peaked at E19, and **declined**"The Results subheading "Growth cone collapse assay for purified neonatal **RGCS***in vitro*" should read "Growth cone collapse assay for purified neonatal **retinal ganglion cells***in vitro"*In the Results the phrase "these were not conducted at a developmental time point **where** the RGC axons are growing into and within their Sema3 expressing targets" should read "these were not conducted at a developmental time point **when** the RGC axons are growing into and within their Sema3 expressing targets"In the Results the sentence "This difference in RNA expression levels might indicate that if **these** molecules are having an effect then the more likely candidates are Sema3c and Sema3f" should read "This difference in RNA expression levels might indicate that if **this family of** molecules are having an effect then the more likely candidates are Sema3c and Sema3f"The sentence in the Conclusions "These new data, providing a framework for future studies aimed at elucidating such roles of the Sema3s." should be removed.The correct version of Additional File 2 is attached.

The online version of the original article can be found under doi:10.1186/s12861-014-0034-9.
